
Making a sequel to an already successful series is no easy task, but we think the 
producer team behind Lush Vocal Hooks 2 did a fantastic job.


They worked together with the same fantastic vocalist as in the previous pack and 
it really shows of the pack contains only useful and amazing ingredients, 100% 
orientated on vocals.

Lush Vocal Hook 2 has 5 acapellas with an amazing amount of detailed vocal 
leads, doubles, vocoders, adlibs, vocal shots, tones & atmospheres and FX.


The content has been laid out in a very easy to understand structure: acapella 
folders, subdivided in chorus, verse, prechorus, vocal leads, harmonies, doubles, 
vocoders and also dry and wet.


Besides that the pack has a collection of vocal chops, vocal atmospheres, FX 
(transitions, whispers), adlibs and more.

Lush Vocal Hooks 2 is inspired by the current mainstream vocal sounds 
dominating the radio, streams, festival & charts.

Enjoy a mixture of Pop, Rnb, EDM and Reggaeton genres dominated by 100% 
royalty free vocals.


In detail, you can expect 430 mb of content with all audio at 24Bit & 44KHZ.


The pack contains 5 Acapellas, split up in: 61 Vocal Leads, Vocal Harmonies, 
Verses, Chorus, Prechorus and Vocoders & 14 Vocal Adlibs. Extra content derived 
from the recordings: 13 Vocal Tones (Oooh’ s), 10 Vocal One Shots, 24 Chops &  
FX.


All loops are key and BPM labelled for maximal flexibly.

Note: Samples & Kits in the music demo are not included, only vocals as 
described. (not included: drums, drum loops, synths, instrumentals).


Lush Vocal Hooks 2 Contains:

 5 FULL Acapellas in total (royalty free);

10 Vocal One Shots (dry & wet);

13 Vocal Tones;

61 Vocal Acapella Loops (chorus, verse, prechorus, wet, dry);

Vocal Leads, Vocal Harmonies, Vocal Doubles, Vocoders;

5 Atmos Vocals;

14 Adlibs (wet & dry);

16 Vocal Chops (wet, dry);

8 Vocal FX;

Total 127  Files;

Royalty Free;

Wet & Dry;

24Bit & 44Khz.


